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Optical helicity provides us with an effective means to control the helicity-dependent photocurrent in the spin-
momentum-locked surface states of topological insulators (TIs). Also, the TIs show potential in polarization de-
tection as an intrinsic solid-state optical chirality detector for easier integration and fabrication. However, the com-
plex photoresponses with the circular photogalvanic effect, the linear photogalvanic effect, and the photon drag
effect in the TIs prevent them from direct chirality detection of the elliptically polarized light. Here, by fitting
with the theoretical models to the measured photocurrents, the microscopic origin of different components of
the helicity-dependent photocurrent has been demonstrated. We show a comprehensive study of the helicity-
dependent photocurrent in �Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin films of different thicknesses as a function of the light incident
angle and the gate-tuned chemical potential. The observation of the light incident angle dependence of the helicity-
dependent photocurrent provides us with a polarization detection strategy using a TI thin film without the use of any
additional optical elements, and the detection accuracy can be enhanced by gate tuning. Additionally, the Stokes
parameters can be extracted by arithmetic operation of photocurrents measured with different incident angles
and gating voltages for complete characterization of the polarization states of a light beam. Using this means, we
realize the polarization detection and the Stokes parameters analysis with a single device. Our work provides an alter-
native solution to develop miniaturized intrinsic polarization-sensitive photodetectors. © 2023 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.494932

1. INTRODUCTION

Polarization is more than a physical property of light, which can
carry and distinguish information. The state of polarization char-
acterizing electric field oscillation is important in imaging, display,
and information storage [1–4]. For example, when light interacts
with materials such as organic molecules with chiral structures the
change of the polarization state can reflect their chemical and
physical information like the structure symmetry, chemical com-
position, and other properties [1]. Thus, optical chirality detec-
tion is essential for modern optoelectronic applications, such as
biomedical sensing, quantum communications and computing,
liquid crystal displays, astronomy, and telecommunications
[2,3,5,6]. The conventional polarization detection solutions
normally require a combination of phase retarders, polarizers,
quarter-wave plates, and rotating optomechanical components

[4,7,8]. This is because the common semiconductors used to
make photodetectors lack an intrinsic chiral response, which in-
creases the difficulties and cost in the miniaturization and inte-
gration of devices. Using intrinsically chiral materials as a
substitute can be one direction to avoid the installation of bulky
and rigid optical elements. Halide perovskites have been found to
be one of the promising polarization materials that meet the need
for low cost, flexibility, tunable polarization sensitivity, and supe-
rior optoelectronic properties [9–15]. More recently, metamate-
rials demonstrate the capability to manipulate polarization states
as well, which has been applied to fabricate ultracompact optical
elements for direct chirality detection [16–20]. Nevertheless, a
photodetector made by intrinsically chiral materials or metama-
terials requires too much of a fabrication effort.

Topological insulators (TIs) may be one of the favorable
materials for intrinsic solid-state polarization detection devices
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with easier integration. Much attention in condensed-matter
physics has been recently directed toward understanding the
electronic properties of spin-polarized carriers in 3D topologi-
cal insulators. The 3D TIs have metallic surface states showing
linear dispersion over the insulating bulk states. In these sys-
tems, the resulting spin-polarized carriers have spins locked
perpendicular to their linear momentum due to the time-rever-
sal invariant protecting them from backscattering of any non-
magnetic impurity [21–31]. Hence, the carriers in the surface
states with one spin orientation flow in a particular direction.
The spin-momentum locking in the topological surface states
offers a unique opportunity for spintronic, optic, and optoelec-
tronic applications [32–36]. Until now, optical methods have
been adopted as one of the main approaches to control the spin-
polarized currents in 3D TIs [37–41]. In particular, circularly
polarized light can induce a directional helicity-dependent pho-
tocurrent in 3D TIs, which is one of the most notable man-
ifestations of the electronic chirality of surface states [42,43].
However, these polarization-dependent photocurrents can be
generated by the circular photogalvanic effect (CPGE), the lin-
ear photogalvanic effect (LPGE), and the photon drag effect
[36,42,44–48], which prevent it from direct chirality detection
of the elliptical polarized light. If one can differentiate these
photocurrents to obtain the CPGE and LPGE currents
separately under the polarization detection, it will make the
3D TIs promising in chirality detection or Stokes parameter
analysis [49].

In this paper, we report a strategy for linear and circular
polarization detection using a topological insulator
�Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin film, which does not require complex mi-
crofabrication and additional optical elements. We first
performed a comprehensive experimental study of the photocur-
rent response for polarized light incident on the 3D TI
�Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin films and found that the photoresponses
of the circularly and linearly polarized light are both dependent
on the incident angle of the light. Further studies of the incident
angle dependence of the photocurrents allowed us to extract the
different components of the polarization-dependent photocur-
rents, including the CPGE, LPGE, circular photon drag effect
(CPDE), and linear photon drag effect (LPDE). On this basis,
we realized the circular polarization detection by comparing the
measured photocurrents to the calibrated results under two mea-
surements at opposite incident angles. In addition, the accuracy
of circular polarization detection can be enhanced by back gat-
ing. What is more, the linear polarization of the light can also be
detected when applying proper back gating; hence, the Stokes
parameters can be obtained by measuring the photocurrent
on different detection modes. To the best of our knowledge,
the method we have proposed to realize intrinsic optical chirality
detection by a single device is new, and offers a promising plat-
form based on topological insulators for optoelectronic applica-
tions and photodetection technologies.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The samples used in the experiment to investigate the helicity-
dependent photocurrents and the polarization detection are ter-
nary topological insulator �Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin films named
BST. The �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 thin films with thicknesses of

10- and 20-quintuple layers (QL) and the 7-QL
�Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 thin films are grown on insulating SrTiO3

(STO) substrates with molecular beam epitaxy. The BST films
are manually cut into Hall-bar shapes with indium contacts
deposited on the surface of the BST films. The 2D electron
densities determined by Hall measurements are n � 0.56 ×
1013 cm−2, 3.17 × 1013 cm−2, and 3.94 × 1013 cm−2 for the
7-, 10-, and 20-QL samples at 77 K, respectively. The samples
are mounted on an optical cryostat with a 1 Pa low-pressure
chamber after bonding in the air. This cryostat also allows
for the variation of the temperature in the range of 77–300 K.

A diode-pumped solid-state continuous wave laser with a
wavelength of 1064 nm was adopted as the radiation source.
The laser passed through a chopper (229 Hz), a polarizer,
and a quarter-wave plate, and then illuminated the center of
the sample, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The photocurrent was first
amplified/filtered by a current preamplifier and then measured
by a lock-in amplifier at the chopping frequency. After passing a
lens with a focus of 20 cm, the light spot with a diameter of
about 0.8 mm was focused on the sample. An optical attenu-
ator was adopted to change the light power illuminated on the
sample.

To investigate the dependence of the photocurrent in BST
on incident angles, we changed the incident angle θ from −40°
to �40° with the laser beam incident in the x−z plane and the
photocurrent measured along the y direction, as shown in
Fig. 1(a). To extract the polarization-dependent photocurrent
from the total photocurrent, we fit the polarization state depen-
dent photocurrent to [26,41,47]

J total � C sin 2φ� L1 sin 4φ� L2 cos 4φ� D, (1)

where φ is the angle between the initial plane of polarization
and the optical axis of the quarter-wave plate. The coefficient C
of sin 2φ represents the helicity-dependent photocurrent in-
duced by CPGE or CPDE. The L1 and L2 terms indicate
the photoresponses due to linearly polarized light, which
may originate from the LPGE or LPDE. The D term is the
polarization-independent current, which arises from the photo-
voltaic effect or the Dember effect [42,50,51].

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the device structure and measure-
ment geometry. (b) Photocurrent as a function of the phase angle φ of
the 10-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 sample when the light spot is illuminated
at oblique incidence of θ � 30°. The solid line (black) is the fitting
curve using Eq. (1). The dotted lines (purple and blue) and the dashed
line (red) are the photocurrent induced by linearly and circularly po-
larized light, respectively. The dash-dotted line (green) indicates the
polarization-independent current D.
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Besides, the measurements of the back gate tuning of the
polarization-dependent photocurrent in 3D TIs are performed
by applying a direct current gate voltage to the drain contact
and the back gate of the insulating SrTiO3 substrate. All mea-
surements under back gating are carried out at a temperature of
77 K. For the ionic liquid gating modulated CPGE measure-
ment, the ionic liquid (DEME-TFSI) is dropped on the surface
of the sample and then covered by a quartz coverslip.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Polarization-Dependent Photocurrents Analysis
To use the electronic chirality of the topological surface states
for polarization detection, let us first investigate the light inci-
dent angle dependence of the photocurrent in 3D TI BST thin
films. This is because the dependence of the photocurrent on
the incident angle may provide an important parameter that
can be adopted to detect the polarization state of light.

At a certain incident angle, the measured photocurrent can
be well fitted by Eq. (1) to extract each term of the polarization-
dependent photocurrents, and the typical fitting result is shown
in Fig. 1(b). By fitting, we can determine the helicity-depen-
dent photocurrent C , and the photocurrent induced by linearly
polarized light, i.e., L1 and L2, of the 7-, 10-, and 20-QL BST
samples at different incident angles, as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2(a) shows the helicity-dependent photocurrent
(HDPC), which includes CPGE and CPDE, as a function
of incident angle θ in the 7-, 10- and 20-QL BST samples
under an ungated condition. The results are obtained by fitting
Eq. (1) to polarization-dependent photocurrents measured at
different light incident angles. Note that the HDPC in BST
varies as an odd function of θ. This should be attributed to the
generation mechanism of the CPGE and CPDE with the in-
version asymmetry of the topological surface states. The CPGE
current arises from the asymmetric excitation of states in k
space due to the transfer of the angular momentum from pho-
tons to free carriers, ignoring the linear momentum transfer of
photons [26,41,42,50]. However, the CPDE current is due to
the transfer of both linear and angular momenta from the pho-
tons to the free carriers [44,52]. Besides, the CPGE and CPDE
are both restricted by crystal symmetry [41,42,44,52].

The bulk states of 3D TIs belong to D3d symmetry, and they
will not generate CPGE and CPDE due to inversion symmetry
[41]. For the surface states with a reduced symmetry of C3v, the
CPGE current that flows perpendicular to the incident plane is
proportional to sin θ, while that from CPDE is proportional to
sin 2θ [41], which can be expressed by [41,50,53]

JCPGEy � ACPGE sin θcos
2θ

nω
�
cos θ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2ω − sin2θ

p ��
n2ωcos2θ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2ω − sin2θ

p � ,

(2a)

JCPDE
y � ACPDE sin 2θcos

2θ

nω
�
cos θ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2ω − sin2θ

p ��
n2ωcos2θ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2ω − sin2θ

p � :

(2b)

Here, θ is the incident angle, and nω is the refractive index of
the BST films, which is adopted to be 6 [26]. ACPGE and ACPDE

are the coefficients proportional to the spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) strength of the sample. The fitting curve using
JCy � JCPGEy � JCPDE

y is shown by a solid line in Fig. 2(a).
Note that the experimental data can be well fitted by the theo-
retical phenomenological formula, and by fitting, we obtain
JCPGEy ∕JCPDE

y , which is about 6.34, 4.62, and 2.11 for the
7-, 10- and 20-QL samples, respectively. This indicates the
dominance of CPGE over CPDE in all these samples.
Therefore, we mainly focus on CPGE in the following discus-
sion. At a certain incident angle, the HDPC of the 7-QL sam-
ple shows an opposite sign to that of the 10- and 20-QL
samples. This is because the HDPC is dominated by the bot-
tom surface states, while that of the 10- and 20-QL samples are
dominated by the top surface states, which is confirmed by the
CPGE measurement under the front and back illuminations
(see the discussion below).

Then we move to find the origin of the linear polarization-
dependent components L1 and L2, since they are important for
polarization detection. Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the depend-
ence of the L1 and L2 components on the incident angle, re-
spectively. The solid symbols indicate the experimental data.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the coefficients (a) C , (b) L1, and (c) L2 on the light incident angle (θ), which are extracted by fitting Eq. (1) to the
polarization-dependent photocurrent of the 7-QL �Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3, 10-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3, and 20-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples. The solid curve
in (a) is the fitting curve by using JCPGEy � JCPDE

y expressed by Eq. (2). The solid curves in (b) and (c) represent the fitting curve by using Eq. (7) and
Eq. (8), respectively.
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Note that the L1 term shows an odd function of θ while the L2
term varies as an even function of θ for all the samples.

The linear polarization-dependent photocurrent can be
attributed to LPGE or LPDE. Now let us separate these
two photocurrents, since the separation of LPGE and LPDE
will be helpful in polarization detection. To generate LPGE,
the system should have inversion symmetry breaking.
Therefore, the surface states with C3v symmetry in BST will
generate LPGE, while the bulk states, which belong to D3d
symmetry, will not generate LPGE. The LPGE current can
be described by the phenomenological equation [45]

JLPGEy � −χE2
0tpt s sin θ0 sin 4φ� χ 0�t0E0�2 cos θ0 cos 4φ:

(3)

Here, χ and χ 0 are the linearly independent components of the
third-rank tensor at oblique incidence and normal incidence,
respectively. E0 is the electric field amplitude of the light wave.
t0 � 2∕�nω � 1� is the amplitude of the transmission coeffi-
cient for normal incidence, and nω is the refractive index of
the BST films. θ0 is the refraction angle related to θ by
sin θ0 � sin θ∕nω. t s and tp are the amplitudes of the Fresnel
transmission coefficients for the s- and p-polarized lights, re-
spectively. This equation reveals that the LPGE will contribute
to both L1 and L2 terms.

The LPDE has a different origin compared to the LPGE
because it results from a dynamical alignment of carrier mo-
menta without the requirement for inversion asymmetry
[36]. The LPDE can be generated in the bulk states as well
as in the surface states. With the LPDE considered, the L2 com-
ponent induced by linearly polarized light flowing along y di-
rection can be expressed as [36]

JL2y � −
E0

2
cos 4φ��χ 0 − T zq cos θ��t2s � t2pcos2θ�

� T ∥qt2psin2θ cos θ�: (4)

Here, T z , T ∥, and χ 0 are the coefficients representing the pho-
ton drag effect at normal incidence, the photon drag effect at
oblique incidence, and the photogalvanic effect at normal
incidence, respectively. q is the magnitude of the photon wave
vector. However, if we fit Eq. (4) to the incident angle
dependent L2 terms, we can only obtain the fitting value of
χ 0 − T zq cos θ and T ∥, and we cannot separate each compo-
nent of T z and χ 0. To differentiate the LPGE and LPDE con-
tributions, we should further analyze the microscopic theory of
the photon drag effect [36]. In 3D TIs system, it has been
found that T z will be substantially smaller than T ∥ at the high
radiation frequency of incident light, since they have different
frequency dependences. The relation between T z and T ∥ can
be expressed as [36]

T z

T ∥
∼
1� �ωτtr�2
�ωτtr�2

εF
m0v20

, (5)

where ω � 2πf is the angular frequency of the radiation elec-
tric field of the light, τtr is the transport relaxation time, εF is
the energy of Fermi level, m0 is the mass of the electron, and v0
is the Dirac Fermion velocity. Equation (5) demonstrates that,
because the radiation magnetic field affects elastic scattering
weaker than the electric field, T z is substantially smaller than

T ∥ [36]. This is because m0v20 ∼ 10 eV, resulting in the factor
εF∕m0v20 to be on the order of 10−1 to 10−2 for BST sam-
ples [36].

Therefore, the contribution from T z to the LPDE can be
neglected at a high radiation frequency of incident light for
λ � 1064 nm. Thus, Eq. (4) can be reduced to

JL2y � −
E0

2
cos 4φ�χ 0�t2s � t2pcos2θ� � T ∥qt2psin2θ cos θ�:

(6)

By fitting Eq. (6) to the incident angle dependence of the L2
term, we find that the fitting value of χ 0 is significantly smaller
than that of T ∥, which suggests that the LPGE contribution at
normal incidence (χ 0) can be neglected. Based on the discussion
above, L1 and L2 components can be phenomenologically ex-
pressed as

L1 � γ sin θ sin 4φ, (7)

L2 � τsin2θ cos θ cos 4φ: (8)

Here, γ � −χE2
0tpts and τ � − E0

2 T ∥qt2p , which are related to
the LPGE and LPDE, respectively. The solid lines in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c) show that these two functions fit well, confirming that
the L1 term is contributed by the LPGE and the L2 term mainly
comes from the LPDE. In addition, the L1 and L2 terms of the
7-QL sample show opposite signs to that of the 10- and
20-QL samples. This should be attributed to the fact that the
photocurrent of the 7-QL sample is mainly dominated by the
bottom surface, while those of the 10- and 20-QL samples are
mainly contributed by the top surface, which is confirmed by
the analysis in the following discussion.

B. Gate Tuning of the Polarization-Dependent
Photocurrents
Electrostatic gating is one of the best methods to manipulate
the helicity-dependent photocurrent of the topological surface
states by tuning its chemical potential. We find it is also a po-
tent tool to tune the photodetection performance of 3D TIs.
Now we discuss the deep tuning of different polarization-
dependent photocurrents by electrical gating.

The dependence of the CPGE and LPGE on back gate volt-
ages, which are shown in Fig. 3, is obtained by fitting Eq. (1) to
the polarization-dependent photocurrent. Figure 3(a)
shows that the CPGE currents of both the 10- and 20-QL
�Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples are linearly tuned by the back gate
voltage. Meanwhile, the sheet resistances of the 10- and 20-
QL samples are linearly tuned by the back gate voltage, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), and their monotonic decrease reveals that
the carrier type of the two �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples is n-type
[51,54]. This linear dependence indicates that the Fermi level is
always above the Dirac point at all the back gate voltages we
adopted. The negative gating brings down the Fermi level of
the surface states, suppressing the scattering between the sur-
face-Dirac electrons and the bulk state electrons, and the pos-
itive gating raises the Fermi level into the conduction band,
enhancing this kind of scattering [47,51]. As a result, the
CPGE current of the two �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples changes lin-
early with the back gating.
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Figure 3(c) shows that the CPGE current of the 7-QL
�Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 sample reaches its peak value at V bg ≈ −30 V.
Besides, the value of jC j∕�jC j � jL1j � jL2j�, which is the ra-
tio of jC j to the sum of the absolute values of the polarization
dependent photocurrents, and the sheet resistance of the 7-QL
sample also achieve their maximum values at V bg ≈ −30 V, as
shown in Fig. 3(d) and Fig. 4(b), respectively. This phenome-
non suggests that the Fermi level of this 7-QL sample is tuned
across the Dirac point under the back gating [54]. At a back
gate voltage of −30 V, the Fermi level is located at the Dirac
point, in which the scattering between the surface-Dirac

electrons and the bulk state electrons is minimum, leading
to the maximum CPGE current. As the back gate voltage de-
viates from −30 V, the Fermi level will move toward the bulk
bands, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b). Then, the scattering
between the surface-Dirac electrons and the bulk state electrons
increases, leading to a drop in the CPGE current [49].

Moreover, it can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the CPGE cur-
rent in the 20-QL BST sample is more effectively tuned by the
back gate voltage, which may indicate that the CPGE current
mainly comes from the top surface states. This is because the
back gating will more effectively tune the Fermi level of the
bottom surface states than that of the top surface states. As
a result, the tuning effect of the top surface states will be less
significant in the thicker sample compared to the thinner one.

To confirm our speculation, we measured the CPGE cur-
rents under the front and back illuminations. Figure 5(a) shows
the experimental geometry, and Figs. 5(b), 5(c), and 5(d) show
the CPGE current under the front and back illuminations of
1064 nm light for the 10-, 20-, and 7-QL samples, respectively.
The experiment is carried out at room temperature. Since the
top surface states show an opposite spin helicity to that of the
bottom surface states, their CPGE current will also present
opposite signs [55,56].

In Fig. 5(b), the CPGE current of the 10-QL sample under
front illumination shows an opposite sign to that under the
back illumination. This phenomenon indicates that the top
surface states play the dominant role under the front illumina-
tion while the bottom surface states dominate the CPGE under
the back illumination, which can be explained by the phenom-
enological analysis. Specifically speaking, the CPGE for the

Fig. 3. Dependence of (a) CPGE and (b) LPGE currents of the 10-
and 20-QL BST samples on the gate voltage, measured under
θ � −30° at 77 K. (c) Dependence of the CPGE, LPGE, and LPDE
currents on the gate voltage for the 7-QL BST sample measured at the
incident angle θ � −30° at 77 K. (d) Dependence of the value of
jC j∕�jC j � jL1j � jL2j� on the gate voltage, which is the ratio of
jC j to the sum of the absolute values of the polarization-dependent
photocurrents �jC j � jL1j � jL2j�.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the sheet resistance on the gate voltage for
(a) the 10- and 20-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples and (b) the 7-QL
�Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 sample at 77 K. The inset shows the schematic draw-
ing of the position of Fermi level for the BST samples under different
back gate voltages.

Fig. 5. Light incident angle dependence of the CPGE current under
the front and back illuminations at room temperature for the 10- and
20-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 samples. (a) Schematic illustrations of
the CPGE measurement under the front and back illuminations.
(b)–(d) Dependence of the CPGE current on the incident angle under
the front and back illuminations for the 10-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3
sample, the 20-QL �Bi0.9Sb0.1�2Te3 sample, and the 7-QL
�Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 sample. The solid lines are the fitting curves using
Eq. (2a).
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surface states of BST with C3v symmetry can be expressed by
JCPGEy � γyx êxE2

0Pcirc. Here, JCPGEy is the CPGE current flow-
ing along the y direction, γyx is the second-rank pseudo-tensor
for C3v point group, and êx is the unit vector pointing in the
direction of the light propagation [50]. Under the front and
back illumination geometries, the êx remains the same for a
certain incident angle. Therefore, if the sign of the CPGE cur-
rent reverses under opposite illuminations, the dominant con-
tribution of the CPGE must switch from the top surface states
to the bottom surface states, or vice versa. Since the light in-
tensity that reaches the top surface is stronger under the front
illumination than that under the back illumination, it can be
inferred that CPGE in the 10-QL BST is dominated by the top
surface states under front illumination. Because the CPGE cur-
rent of the 20-QL sample shows the same sign as that of the 10-
QL sample under the same incident angle, while that of the 7-
QL sample shows an opposite sign, the CPGE current of the
20- and 7-QL samples should be mainly contributed by the top
and the bottom surface states, respectively, in the case of front
illumination. The results of CPGE currents under the front and
back illuminations confirm that the CPGE of both the 10- and
20-QL samples is dominated by the top surface states, which is
consistent with the observation of the back gate tuning of the
CPGE current in the 10- and 20-QL samples.

In addition to the CPGE current being successfully tuned
by the back gate voltage, the LPGE current can also be modu-
lated by back gating, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The back gating
dependence of the LPGE currents illustrates that the LPGE
of BST can be effectively tuned by the gating voltage. It can
be seen that the amplitude of the LPGE increases with an in-
crease in the back gate voltage. This is because as the back gate
voltage increases, the Fermi level moves upward, leading to the
increase of the carrier density and stronger scattering of carriers
[49,57]. Since LPGE is due to the asymmetry scattering of free
carriers on phonons, static defects, or other carriers in non-cen-
trosymmetric media [50], the stronger scattering of carriers will
increase the LPGE. The unchanged sign of the LPGE current
of the 10- and 20-QL samples under back gating agrees with
the gate voltage dependence of their resistance. The fact that
the CPGE and LPGE currents of the thinner film are more
tunable confirms that the CPGE and LPGE in the 10- and
20-QL samples are mainly contributed by the top surface states,
since it is more difficult to tune the Fermi level of the top sur-
face states in the thicker films by back gating. This result is
consistent with that observed in the CPGE measurements
under the front and back illuminations.

Furthermore, we also tune the CPGE current of the BST by
the ionic liquid top gate. Ionic liquid gating has higher carrier
density tunability than conventional top gating [41]. This is
because the ionic liquid has a very high dielectric constant
and, when forming an electric double-layer transistor, an
extremely high electric field can be achieved within the ionic
liquid. Besides, the ionic liquid is transparent, and thus can be
used for photoelectric experiments [58].

The dependence of the CPGE current of the 20-QL sample
on ionic liquid gating voltages is shown in Fig. 6(c), with the
experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The gating voltage is
applied between the Au gate electrode and the indium electrode

on the 20-QL BST film. When applying a positive gating volt-
age, the Fermi level moves upward, as shown in Fig. 6(b). This
will lead to larger scattering between the surface-Dirac electrons
and the bulk state electrons. As a result, the CPGE current de-
creases. Similarly, the negative gating voltage will move down to
the Fermi level and reduce the scattering, which will increase
the CPGE current. Figure 6(c) shows that the dependence
of the CPGE current on the top ionic liquid gating has the
same trend as that under the back gating. This phenomenon
further confirms that the CPGE of BST is mainly contributed
by the top surface states, since the top gating mainly tunes the
top surface states. It can be also seen from Fig. 6(c) that the
CPGE can be more effectively tuned by top ionic liquid gating
compared to the back gating, because obtaining the same
tuning effect requires smaller gating voltages under ionic
liquid gating.

C. Polarization and Stokes Parameters Detection
The complete polarization state can be described by a set of
independent Stokes parameters including the total intensity
S0, two linear components S1 and S2, and the chiral compo-
nent S3. In addition to Stokes parameters, a fully polarized light
can also be described by using the geometrical parameters of an
ellipse, including the amplitude A, the azimuthal angle ψ , and
the ellipticity angle φ. The relation between the Stokes param-
eters and the geometrical ellipse parameters can be described
as [18]

Fig. 6. (a) Schematic diagram of the device structure and measure-
ment geometry for the modulation of the CPGE by ionic liquid gat-
ing. (b) Schematic drawing of the band structure and the Fermi level
position of the BST thin film under different ionic liquid voltages.
(c) Comparison of the gating voltage dependence of the CPGE current
under the back and top gatings for the 20-QL BST sample measured at
θ � −30°.
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S0 � A2, (9)

S1 � A2 cos 2ψ cos 2φ, (10)

S2 � A2 sin 2ψ cos 2φ, (11)

S3 � A2 sin 2φ: (12)

Notably, the four independent Stokes parameters can be ob-
tained by measuring the three parameters A, ψ , and φ.
Obviously, if we can differentiate the circularly-polarized and
linearly-polarized photocurrents induced by the detecting light,
the Stokes parameters can be easily obtained. This can be
achieved by separately using linear and circular polarization-
sensitive photodetectors but requires the fabrication of multiple
polarization detectors. In this paper, we find an approach to
implement both the linear and circular polarization measure-
ments by using a single 3D TIs thin film device.

In an ideal situation with no linear polarization photore-
sponse, circular polarization detection can be realized by
comparing the measured photocurrent to the calibrated photo-
current to detect the degree of chirality. Specifically, in this case,
for a calibrated chirality photodetector, the dependence of the
total photocurrent I total, the helicity-dependent photocurrent
IC � C sin 2φ, and the polarization-independent current
ID on light power is obtained. Then, the relation between
the value I total∕ID and the degree of chirality, i.e., sin 2φ,
can be abstracted. For the calibrated chirality photodetector,
the relation between the ID and the light power is known.
Therefore, the ID can be determined from the measured photo-
current under a certain light power. By comparing the mea-
sured I total∕ID to the calibrated I total∕ID, one can obtain
the degree of chirality of the light.

However, the contribution from the additional linear polari-
zation photoresponse prevents it from the accurate quantifica-
tion of the circular component for light with arbitrary
polarization states. To resolve the circular polarization detec-
tion using a device with a large linear polarization response,
the research about the incident angle dependence of the polari-
zation-dependent photocurrents could be the key. As demon-
strated previously, the C , L1 terms change as an odd function of
incident angle, indicating that reversing the incident θ can lead
to a huge change of the circular polarization response to the
polarization-independent baseline. By comparing the measured
photocurrent under opposite incident angles to the calibrated
results, the ellipticity angle φ can be determined. Figure 7
shows an example of determining the ellipticity angle φ by this
method with the 7-QL �Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3∕STO sample. In
Fig. 7, the solid lines are the dependence of the ratio
I total∕�IC � ID� of the 7-QL sample under θ � �30° on
the phase angle φ, measured at 77 K under an illumination
of 1064 nm laser of 110 mW with V bg � −30 V. These pho-
tocurrents are used as the calibrated values, denoted as
I caltotal∕�I calC � I calD �. Then, by dividing the measured photocur-
rent, denoted as Imea

total, under θ � �30° to the calibrated IC
and ID at different phase angles φ, we obtain the ratio
Imea
total∕�I calC � I calD �, as illustrated by the dashed lines in

Fig. 7. There are four intersections between the solid and short
dashed lines. The intersection coordinates at φ � 35° are the
only common intersection gained under both the positive and
negative incident angles, which suggests that the ellipticity
angle φ is 35°.

It is worth mentioning that the reason for applying a back
gate voltage of −30 V is that at V bg � −30 V the value of
jC j∕�jC j � jL1j � jL2j� reaches the maximum, as shown in
Fig. 3(d), which can improve the accuracy of the circular polari-
zation detection. We set the ratio I total∕�IC � ID� as the com-
paring target because its correlation with CPGE is higher than
I total and thus can enhance the detection accuracy.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the dependence of the fitting
parameters C , D, L1, and L2 on the incident light power
for the 7-QL sample. Note that the photocurrent components
C , D, L1, and L2 show a linear dependence on the light power.
Figure 8(c) shows the dependence of the photoconductance on
the incident light power in the 7-QL sample, which almost
changes linearly with the light power. By measuring a photo-
conductance under an illumination of a light at V bg � −30 V,
the light power can be easily obtained by the calibrated photo-
conductance. As a result, the Stokes parameter S0 can be
obtained by the photoconductance measurement [49].
Comparing our polarization detection method to the one real-
ized in Bi2Te2Se thin films, which separates the circular polari-
zation from the linear polarization by obtaining the differential
photocurrent at different bias voltages [49], our method is of
wider applicability for 3D TIs thin films. The reason is that
their method is easier to implement only when the LPDE is
negligible, so that the LPGE current will not be amplified
by the bias because of the instantaneous nature of the
LPGE. However, besides the LPGE, the LPDE may also show
up in 3D TIs [36,41,59], which will make the linear polariza-
tion-dependent photocurrent also change with the bias. For ex-
ample, we observed the considerable LPDE current in our
�Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin films. As a result, if we apply the bias

Fig. 7. Dependence of the ratio I total∕�IC � ID� of the measured
and calibrated photocurrent on the phase angle φ under incident angle
θ � �30°. The photocurrent is measured under the light illumination
with a power of 110 mW at 77 K and back gate voltage of
V bg � −30 V. The intersections of the ratio Imea

total∕�I calC � I calD � and
I caltotal∕�I calC � I calD � are marked out at φ � 35°, 128°.
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voltages to the �Bi1−xSbx�2Te3 thin films, it will be hard to sep-
arate the photoresponse of circular polarization from that of the
linear polarization. The polarization detection strategy we pro-
posed can be applied to all kinds of 3D TIs materials. To sum it
up, our method for polarization detection is better in appli-
cability for 3D TIs thin films.

For further confirmation, we also use the 10- and 20-QL
BST samples to detect the ellipticity angle. We find that the
ellipticity angle can also be successfully detected by the 10-
and 20-QL samples, but the 7-QL sample shows a better de-
tection accuracy compared to the 10- and 20-QL samples. This
is because the ratio of the helicity-dependent photocurrent to
the sum of the absolute values of the polarization-dependent
photocurrents jC j∕�jC j � jL1j � jL2j� is larger in the 7-QL
sample. Besides, for the 7-QL sample, the detection accuracy
is better when applying a back gate voltage of −30V because
the value of jC j∕�jC j � jL1j � jL2j� reaches the maximum at
V bg of −30 V. This phenomenon further confirms that the
larger proportion of helicity-dependent photocurrent will im-
prove the detection accuracy of the ellipticity angle.

Based on the method mentioned above, we can obtain the
ellipticity angle φ and the light power A2; hence, we also can
obtain the complete polarization states by full-Stokes detection
after characterizing the azimuthal angle ψ . To obtain the azi-
muthal angle ψ , we use the linear polarization detection mode,
in which the CPGE (or CPDE) should be almost turned off
and the LPGE (or LPDE) currents will play the dominate role.
It can be seen from Fig. 3(c) that, to almost turn off the CPGE
(or CPDE), one should apply a back gate voltage of 260 V.
Under V bg � 260 V, the CPGE (or CPDE) is almost turned
off. This is because the chemical potential is tuned to the warp-
ing region at the conduction band edge where the spin texture
is not strictly locked to its momentum, and the electrons are
also easily scattered to spin-degenerated states by bulk pho-
nons [51,56].

Figure 9 shows the dependence of the photocurrent, with
the polarization-independent current D being subtracted,
on the angle of the quarter-wave plate α, which is measured
under the same condition as that on the ellipticity angle detec-
tion except that the back gate voltage is applied. Considering
that ψ � 2α, we fit the calibrated photocurrent with the equa-
tion J � 0.15 sin�4α� β� � 0.06 cos�4α�. Here, the angle β

is a fitting parameter, which represents the angle between the a
axis of the lattice and the y axis. This is because the LPGE is
related to the lattice orientation [57], but the LPDE is not re-
lated to the lattice symmetry. Therefore, the cos�4α� term does
not contain any additional angle parameter [36]. By fitting, we
obtain β � 0.03π. The measured photocurrent for linear
polarization detection is then used to determine the phase angle
α within 0° to 90°, by comparing the measured results with the
calibrated photocurrent under the opposite light incident an-
gles. For linear polarization detection, it is more reasonable to
calculate the ratio I total∕�ILPGE � ID� as the comparing target.
Finally, the azimuthal angle ψ � 2α can be substituted into
Eqs. (9)–(12) and tan�2ψ� � S2∕S1 to determine the Stokes
parameters S1,2. Thus, we demonstrate a way to use the 3D
TI BST thin film as an effective miniature single-device for chi-
rality and polarimetry detection.

Fig. 8. Dependence of the fitting parameters C , D, L1, and L2 on the incident light power in the 7-QL �Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 thin film under an
incident angle (a) θ � −30° and (b) θ � 30° at 77 K. (c) Dependence of the photoconductance on incident light power in the 7-QL
�Bi0.8Sb0.2�2Te3 thin film.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the photocurrent, with the polarization-in-
dependent current D being substrated, on the angle of the quarter-
wave plate α in the 7-QL BST sample. The photocurrent is measured
under a light power of 110 mW and a back gate voltage of 260 V at
77 K.
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4. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a single device based on
3D TI BST thin films for optical chirality and polarimetry de-
tection. Tuning the back gate voltages can switch the detector
to different operating modes for linear or circular polarization
detection, respectively. The investigations of the microscopic
origin and the gate voltage tuning effect of different compo-
nents of the polarization-dependent photocurrents in BST thin
films provide the theoretical support for polarization detection.
Combining the measurements of photocurrents under opposite
light incident angles enables chiral photodetectors with a thin
film device, and increasing the proportion of the helicity-de-
pendent photocurrent in the total photocurrent by back gating
can enhance the detection accuracy. The full Stokes parameters
can be extracted by incorporating the measured linear polari-
zation state on the same device. Therefore, the polarization de-
tection method proposed in this work shows potential to be an
effective way for chirality and polarimetry detection and can be
used in a wide spectrum of applications from biomedical mol-
ecules to screening polarimetric imaging.
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